ERRATUM

The editors of Volume 58, Number 2 regret the following error, which appeared in Joshua Banks Mailman’s article, “Babbitt’s Canonical Form Revisited: Codes and Metaphors for Epistemology.” We apologize for the error and any inconvenience or confusion it may have caused.

On page 230, a disjunction symbol (\(\lor\)) was omitted from the third of three logical expressions (the expression that represents the cumulative set of registral states at section 4 of Canonical Form). The expressions should read:

\[
\begin{align*}
\bullet & \ L.M.H \lor L.M.H \lor L.M.H \\
\bullet & \ L.M.H \lor L.M.H \lor L.M.H \lor L.M.H \\
\bullet & \ L.M.H \lor L.M.H \lor L.M.H \lor L.M.H \lor L.M.H 
\end{align*}
\]